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Together with voting, service on America’s juries is among the central rights and privileges
of every citizen. De Toqueville viewed America’s juries as a stunning experiment in direct
democracy. Indeed, when a citizen deliberates with her neighbors to find the facts in a civil or
criminal case, she is functioning as a constitutional officer of the United States. Under our
Constitution, there are only six types of Constitutional officers: senators and representatives in
the Congress (Article I), president and vice-president in the executive (Article II), and judges and
juries in the judiciary (Article III).
Our nation relies on citizen juries more than any other government in the history of the
world. Ninety percent of the jury trials on the planet take place in the United States. Absent plea
or waiver, it is the jury that assesses guilt in every criminal case. In civil cases, juries routinely
evaluate the duties and standards of care required of individuals and businesses. It decides what
products are merchantable, what patents are infringed, and what conduct violates our civil rights.
In fact, it is the surest guarantee of judicial independence that we enjoy as a people.
Governments and large corporate entities fear juries because the jury’s direct democratic nature
nullifies the resource advantage such large entities commonly enjoy. As Jefferson said, “A jury is
the greatest engine ever devised for holding a government to the principles of its constitution.”
Moreover, sound scholarship demonstrates that jury service and democracy are inextricably
intertwined. Citizens who once have served upon a jury are thereafter more likely to vote and
participate in our civic life. In any particular year, the average citizen has a little over one-tenth
of one percent chance of service on a federal court jury. Most of the nation’s 94 federal district
courts fit comfortably within one standard statistical deviation from this average. There are,
however, outliers. The accompanying chart lists America’s top 25 federal district courts in
nurturing democracy through jury service. The top 13 exceed one standard statistical deviation
from this average; the top 6 exceed two standard statistical deviations, evidencing a statistically
demonstrable disparate impact on the privilege of jury service for our citizens.
Why? In part, this disparity reflects nothing more than a disparity in the distribution of judges
authorized to sit in the nation’s 94 federal judicial districts. After all, more judges means more
jury trials and more citizen participation in our justice system.

But this is not the entire picture. While other factors are at play, it is significant that the vast
bulk of the top 25 courts in nurturing democracy via jury service are also especially productive
on the recognized standards of actual court productivity (trial time, on bench time, number of
civil and criminal trials). This is no coincidence. But consider: a citizen living in the Southern
District of New York (Manhattan and its environs) is twenty-five times more likely to be
permitted to serve on a federal court jury than her counterpart in the midwest district with the
lowest percentage of jury participation. Roughly speaking, this means the New Yorker has an
influence on those policy decisions mentioned above that is twenty-five times the influence of
the Midwesterner. If we truly equated jury service with the right to vote, this would be totally
unacceptable (not to mention unconstitutional).
The remedy is clear: more judges for those areas where population shifts indicate the need
for more jury trials and efforts to get those underperforming courts back out on the bench trying
their jury cases.

